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1. Trouble code display
When the controller creates protection, press the sensor button, the trouble codes will
be displayed at the place for the indoor temperature on the VFD of the indoor unit .
Once a trouble code appears due to the trouble of the air conditioner, it can not be
cleared unless the machine is powered off.
Trouble Code Table (★ means the light diode lights up;☆ means the diode goes off)

Outdoor unit displayContent of trouble Indoor display code

LED02 LED03 LED04
Indoor sensor trouble 1

Evap orator sensor trouble 2

Evaporator freezing 3

Over hot of in door heate xchanger 4

Communication trouble 5

Fan motor trouble 6

Air outlet sensor trou ble 10

Lightness sensor trouble 11

In door unit E2PROM trouble 13

Ou tdo or sensor trouble 21 ★

Conden ser sensor trouble 22 ★

Over hot of compressor 23 ★ ★

Over current 26 ★ ★

Overload protection 27 ★ ★ ★

Power voltage trouble 28 ☆

Momentary power failure 29 ☆

Overload of outdoor unit for cooling 30 ☆ ☆

De frosting 31 ☆

IPM trouble 33 ☆ ☆

Data failure of outdoor E2PROM 33 ☆ ☆

2. Trouble code display when frequency is restricted
when the protection func tion is in action, the compressor doesn’t work, only its frequency is

restricted, the LED of outdoor unit d isplays the work condition.

LED OF outdoor unitSer ial
number

Cause of frequency
restriction LED02 LED03 LED04

1 In good condition ★

2 Power voltage isn’t in
normal range

★

3 Overload of outdoor unit ★ ★
4 Over current of outdoor

unit
★

5 Exhaust over hot ★ ★
6 Evaporator freezing ★ ★
7 Setting frequency

resistance
★ ★ ★
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3. The content of trouble code display
3.1 Abnormal sensor: when the sensor is short circuited or cut off, the compressor will
stop, and the trouble code will be displayed.
3.2 Abnormal power module IPM: when the power module comes about such
problems as overhea t, over current, short circuit, the compressor will stops, and the
trouble code will be displayed.
3.3 Temperature protection for the compressor exhaust
When the compressor exhaust temperature ＜90℃, the compressor runs at the
ascending frequency;
When the temperature ≥90℃, the compressor runs at the limit to the frequency
ascending;
When the temperature ≥106℃, the compressor runs at the descending frequency;
When the temperature ＞117 ℃, the compressor stops.
3.4 When the temperature protector at the top of the compressor functions, the
compressor stops and the trouble code is displayed.
3.5 Total current overload protection

Cooling mode

Type KFR-3601GW/BPE KFR-4001GW/BPE KFR-3502GW/BPE Work condition
of compressor

Item Current Voltage Current Voltage Current Voltage

1．≤ 6.8 1.86 8.5 2.32 6.8 1.86 Frequency up

2．≥
8.3 2.27 10.0 2.73 8.3 2.27

Frequency up
restriction

3．≥ 9.8 2.68 11.5 3.14 9.8 2.68 Frequency down

4．≥ 12.0 3.28 15.0 4.10 12.0 3.28 Stop

Heating mode

Type KFR-3601GW/BPE KFR-4001GW/BPE KFR-3502GW/BPE Work condition
of compressor

Item Current Voltage Current Voltage Current Voltage

1．≤ 8．5 2.32 13.0 3.56 8．5 2.32 Frequency up

2．≥
10．0 2.73 14.5 3.97 10．0 2.73

Frequency up
restriction

3．≥ 11．5 3.14 16.0 4.38 11．5 3.14 Frequency down

4．≥ 14．0 3.83 17.0 4.65 14．0 3.83 Stop



3.6 Abnormal power supply voltage protection
When the supply voltage is above 260V or be low 150V, the compressor stops,
and the trouble code is displayed.

3.7 Overhot protection for the indoor heat exchanger
When the temperature of the indoor coil≥70℃, the compressor will stop;
When the temperature≥55℃, the outdoor flow speed will turn to the low speed, and
the compressor runs at the descending frequency;
When the temperature≥52℃ and＜55℃, the compressor will prohibit the frequency
from rising.
3.8 Anti-frost protection for the indoor heat exchanger

Refer to the cooling cycle.
3.9 Momentary interruption protection for power supply

When the power supply lacks the cycle or is interrupted, the compressor stops
running, and the trouble code is displayed.

3.10 Start delay protec tion: When restart ing the machine, the start is delayed for 3
minutes for protec tion.

3.11 Communication trouble: when the outdoor unit is turned on, the indoor unit wil l
shut down the indoor unit 3 minutes later if the indoor unit has not received an
effective communication signal which returns from the outdoor unit. And at the
same time the trouble code is displayed. After anothe r 3 minutes, the outdoor
will be powered on aga in. Once the communication returns to normal, the trouble
code will be cleared.

3.12 The trouble in the indoor fan motor: when the indoor micro-computer, depending
on the position of the rotor of the indoor motor, determines the motor is in
stoppage, lock or abnormal vibration state, the micro-comp uter will cut off the
driving signal of the indoor fan. 3 minutes la ter, it is resta rted. If the trouble
occurs 4 times within 30 minutes, the air conditioner will stop, and the trouble
code will be displayed. It can not be restarted unless being powered on again.
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